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Lyn Hejinian' s My L拚 is perhaps her best-known work, an autobiographical prose
poem of"Oulipea且" formal constraint1 which has s。如 appeared in two inc缸nations:
也.e

edition of 1980 and the substantially revised 1987 version. In bo也 editions， the

poem consists of an entry for each ye町 ofher li鱼，明白 each err问T composed of the
same number of sentences. The 1980

edi世on therefore

follows the struc阳re of37 by

37, and the 1987 edi世on 45 by 45 , wi也 added sections at the end and new sentences
workedinto 也e

existing, earlier en甘ies. My Life is a text 由副 bo也 engages wi由 and

resists the conventions of autobiography, in line wi也 Hejini缸's principle of the
"open text," one which invites readerly participation and rejects singul缸， determ.ined
meming.2

Hejinian is associated wi也 the language poe町T movement, a loose association of
avant-garde poets which began 扭曲.e 1970s on 也e West Coast of 也e United States.
O也.er poets

associated wi由也e movement include include Susan Howe, Bruce

Andrews, Charles Bernstein, Ron Silliman and Bob Perelman. According to Paul
Quinn, language poetry was "a critical reaction to the narrow, speech-based poetics
then prevalent," heralding "a new era ofWriting writ large, foregrounding 也e
SI回ifier卢 A central tenet of the language poets' commitment to an open poetics

which emphasises its own textuality is Ron Silliman's idea ofthe "new sentence卢
New sentences are quite ordinary, but their innova世on is their tendency to operate
paratactically: 也ey 缸.e

placed side by side in such a way that they influence and

] Marjorie Perlo置: Radical Artifice (Chic鸣。: University ofChicago Press, 1991), 164.
ÇÇThe Rejection ofClosure," in TheLanguage ofln伊iry (B町keley: Universi飞yof
California Press, 2000), 54-55; Christopher Beach, Poetic Cul阳re (Evanston, 111.: Norwestem
University Press, 1999), 42-43.
3 Paul Quinn, ，ÇRattling 也e chains of free verse: The Surprising s町vival ofLanguage poetry and
poetics," Jacket 12 (2001), n. pag.
4 See his essay "The New Sentence", in his book The New Sentence (New York: RoofBooks, 1987),
~LynHf才 inian，
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destabilise each others' meaning. 5 Texts based around the new sentence resist
"syl1ogistic lnovement，"也at is，也e tendency of 也e text to force the reader, by effaced
rhetoric a1 operations, to p町ticul町 conclusions. 6 In con住astwi也 traditiona1 poe町" in
which units of meaning are organised around 也，e line, in prose poetry utilising new
sentences, "the sentence is a unit of writing." 7 According to Silliman, the new
sentence operates such 也at"也e limiting of syl10gistic movement keeps 也e reader's
a仕ention at or very close to the level of language, the sentence level or below. ,.,8
Ano也，er feature

ofthe new sentence which is relevant to my discussion ofHejinian's

work is noted by Bob Perelman: new sentences tend toward "a hyperextension of
syntactic possibilities, more Steinian 也an surrea1卢 This essay will start by discussing
MyL庐明白 reference to

the operations of parataxis and the related rhetorical figure

of metonymy. 1 wil1 go on to consider how Hejinian utilises quotation and repe由ion，
in line wi也也，ese poetic principles, to generate the u皿que texture of 由is work, and

final1y 1 will consider the ways in which these wri世ng practices contribute to
Hejinian's work as postmodem autobiography，明白 particular a:忧:ention to her
engagement wi也 chronology as an organising principle to bo也 life writing and
memory itself.

Parataxis, metonymy, the "open text

JJ

In her essay "The Rf才 ection of Clos町e，" Hejinian explains her idea of the "open text"
and her reason for pursuing it:
A 'closed text' is one in which all the elements of the work are directed
tow;町d a single reading of it. .... The ιopen text,' by definition, is open to 也e
wor1d and particularlyωthe reader. It invites participation, rejects 也e
au也ority of the writer over 也，e reader and thus , by analogy, the au也ority
implicit in other (social, economic, cultural) hierarchies."
According to M叫 orie Per1off，也e rhetorical str副egy of parataxis is central to
Hf才 inian's

writing practices. Sentences arranged paratactically sit side by side without

1 am indebted to Bob Perelman for 由is formulation of Silliman' s argument. See "Parataxis and
The New Sentence in Theory andPractice," AmericanLiterature 65 , No. 2 (1 993), 313-14.
曰 Silliman， 9 1.
7 Silliman, 71.
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Narr副ive:

E 岛址， 9 1.
9

Perelman, 315.
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being connected in causal or subordinating rel甜onships， so the reader has to find her
own connections between the syntactic units, becoming an active participant in the
making of meaning. 10 As Bob Perelman notes, parataxis is what makes the "new
sentence" new: it "keeps in check what [Silliman] calls the 'syllogistic movement'
that would bind sentences 坦to 1缸ger narrative, expository and ideological uni世es."ll
However, it does not operate with equal degrees of determinacy (or, 1 should perhaps
呵，

of indeterminacy) across the text. To take two examples:

I.

On 也，e cold anvil a double drone，企om 也，e press of concentrici可.On 也，e desk
a bust of Lenin and a bottle of pennies. In吐le bank a loose toddler was
unhooking and rehooking 也，e plush-covered chains 企om 也eir stanchions,
which such toddlers seem compelled to do. The tongue is strung to the singing
gut. A person is intrigued some由nes by breakdown and some世mesby
waterspouts. 12

II.

An occasional sunset is reflected on the windows. A little puddle is overcast.
If on1y you could touch, or, even, catch those gray great creatures (7).

h 由e

first extract，也e first 出ree sentences seem to beg a linking idea since 也，eyeach

begin wi也 a preposition of place, yet a common 也eme is diffi.cult to trace, opening up
infinite speculation. The first sentence is an abstract meditation on sound; the second
two seem linked to moments of actual observation. Yet Lenin recalls 也，e anvil，也e
pennies 也，eb缸业;

Lenin and saved money in a single sentence seem 扭曲emselves to

raise questions. The "intrigued" person ofthe final sentence could well be an adultbo也 "breakdowns"

and "waterspouts" 町'e occasions in which the carnivalesque seems

to irrupt into daily life, attracting gawkers, perhaps because 也eyr叩resent systems
也at

are notno世ceableun世1 也ey break down-but 也，e rapt attention recalls 由atof 也e

child, discovering 也at the objects in 也e phenomenal world, like the new sentences of
也e language poets，吨mply continuity and discontinuity s迦lultaneously. ,, 13

10

Marjorie Perlo茧~ Poetry On and Offthe Page (Evanston: Nor也westem University Press, 1998) 222-

42.
Perelman, 316.
H司inian，崎'L静， 2nd revised edition (Los Angeles: Sun &Moon Press, 1987), 106. All inline
citations refer to the 1987 revised edition. Some differences between it and the 1980 edition will be
discussed below. Note 曲目 the first extract above is new to 由e 1987 edition, taken 企omthefo吗f-first
en町. The second extract is from the first en町 and is the same in bo也 editions， as are the sentences
immediately before and after it.
.1., PereIman, 316.
11

12 Lyn
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In reading 也e

first extract，也en，也.e reader is invited, even compelled, to participate in

speculating on the accum.ulated meaning in the contiguous

sentences.τ'he

second

example, to my mind, invites participation in a different way. The first sentence
introduces 也emo世fs
a1也ough

of weather, and reflection, which 也e second sentence develops,

they c缸mot possibly be referring to 也.e same experience-can a sunset be

described as "overcast"? The second sentence has an almost overwhelming sense of
fullness: an entire sky contracted to 也.e dimensions of a puddle. It seems 阳 me，也.en，
that "由ose gray great crea阳res" of the third sentence can be no由ing other 也m
clouds.I 田rive at 也is

conclusion as 1 read，由rough the effects of metonymy. 白le

middle term. which would "explain" the final sentence is "clouds," but the word
remains unwritten. Metonymy is the arriva1 at a conclusion of connection by means of
contiguity ra由er 由an comparison. In her essay on "Strangeness," Hejinian writes:
Metonymic 也inking

moves more rapidly and less predictably 也an metaphors
permit-but the metonym is not metaphor' s opposite. Metonymy moves
rest1essly，也rough an associative network, in which associations are
compressed rather 也an elaborated . . .. But because even the connec咀ons
between 也ings may become 世rings in themselves, ... metonymy, even while it
condenses 也ought processes, may at the same time serve as a generative and
even a dispersive force.
J."

The logical 部socia:世on which supplies the identity of 气hose gray great creatures" is
indeed "compressed raJ也er 也an elaborated," and in 由is cluster of sentences is
revealed 也.etru也 of 也ecl挝血也at
也ings in 也emselves." Ma司 orie

"the connections between 由ings may become

Perloff suggests 曲目"吐lose gray great creatures" is "a

reference, perhaps, to the clouds above reflected 讪 those puddles but also, quite
possibly, to imaginary creatures read about in children's books or emerging from 也e
narrator' s 'radio days，'川5 but it is not necessary to discover indeterminacy in every
sentence or string of sentences in the text in order to prove Hejinian's commitment to
textual openness. As Ron Silliman puts 让 in "The New Sentence," a feature

ofwri由19

that employs this device is 由at "syllogistic movement is (a) 1迦让ted (b) controlled. ,, 16

The missing conjunction between (a) and (b) might as easily be "or" as "and," for
Language poetry teaches us to doubt whether contiguous words are synonyms. In the
first extract above，也e syllogistic movement might indeed be described as "limited,"
14 Lyn Hejinian, "Strangeness," in The Language oflnquiry (B erkeley: U旧versity of California Press,
2000), 149.
15 Marjo由 PerlotJ: Radical Art泸ce， 168.
Sil1iman, 9 1.
JO
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by the infinite number of possible connections to be drawn. In the example of 也e
puddle and the clouds, however, 1 would say 由at it is rather "control1ed." Since the
text does not supply 也e intermediate concept, the reader must do so herself, and 由is，
阳 itself，

is a form of reader1y liberation: not because she is free to conclude 曲目也e

creatures could be any number of things, but because she experiences :first hand，坦白e
act of reading，世le operations ofmetonymy.

This is f坦scinating in terms ofmimesis:

at 也is point 也e text does

not just describe,

but actually ac世vates in 也.e reader's mind，也ec。但i世ve processes 也at 也.e child is
experiencing.Icannotread 也.ese

sentences wi也out feeling the child lift her head,

shift her atlention 企om the bijou reflection of 也.e puddle to the vastness of the sky and
marvel at finding a connection between the two. Craig Dworkin 町gues 也at 均'Life is
"企agmentary" because it is fol1owing 也e struc阳res ofcogni咀on and consciousness. 17
h 由is

respect, H~如ian' s work recalls modernist stream-of-consciousness prose,

although her writer1y project is not 也e same. But to view these sentences as more
semantically deterD1Ûnate 也ano也er passages in the text is not to foreclose 也e
possibility of reader1y autonomy; the reader is granted autonomy in a different way
here, for she experiences direct1y 也e "syllogistic movement" which is a pervasive
org缸rising

force in almost all texts she wil1 encounter. In passages like 也isone， My

L扩ê exposes 也.e

deep rhetorica1 structure of literature and, having brought it to light,

opens up 也.e possibility of reader1y resistance.
ιlove

If 也.e

reader is one of 也.e "wewho

to be astonished，'"也.e pleasure of a beautifully executed metonymic

compression is not to be disregarded. To return once more to Silliman, at "也.e point at
which you read each word (the / only point 也ere is), two minds share a larger
whole卢 8 Butevenas 由e reader takes pleasure in 也e writer's virtuosity, and in her

own cognitive capacities, which 町'e necess缸Y to complete 也e metonym, she is made
aware of how the text has directed her mind: a radical courtesy 也at a great deal of
literature (andjournalism, and advertising, and political speeches, and so on) does not
offer.

17 Craig Dwor挝n， "Penelope Reworking 也e Twill: Patchwork, Wri由19， andLynH哥姐ian 's "My Life,"
Contemporary Literature, 36, No. 1 (1995), 69.1 will return to Dworki且's argument in my discussion

ofA命 L庐， s
18

engagement wi曲曲e conventions of autobiography.
Ron Silliman, cited in Quinn, op. cit., n. pag. Attributed to Silliman but not referenced.
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Because of 也e tendency ofHejinian's writing to foreground its own operations, and
because of views espoused by 0也er poets in 也.e Language movement, Hejinian has
sometimes been described as "a nonreferen世a1ist poet，川9 but Hejinian distances
herself from 也is appellation. In an interview given in 1996, she describes itωa
"notion ... that somebody threw out at some point-it might have been Ron
Sillim缸".

1 vehemently disagreed that 也.ere could be such a thing as nonreferentiality in
language. It seemed to me that every word, even every word-p art, is
screaming, ca1ling out to its referent and grabbing as many referents as it can
... It's 部也ough language were a1ways constructing meaning around itself
.... Never也.eless，、onreferentia1ity' stayed 坦白.e vocabul缸y. 1 sti11find
people saying I'm a nonreferentia1 writer, which has a1ways made me
uncomfortable.kU

This idea of words ga:也.eringme缸ring voraciously to themselves recurs 也roughout
A命 L忡.

In the first entry she notes, "But a word is a bottom1ess pit" (8). Of a :flower

called a "pelargorium" she remarks, "With a name like 也就吐lere is a lot you can do"
(15). 古le

peculiar power of words lies 迦也.eir not having a perfect commensurability

wi 由也.eir referents:

"If words matched their things we' d be imprisoned wi也in walls

ofsymme问，"

A1也ough

(70).

language cannot fix meaning definitively at either 也e

word or sentence level, it has 也e capacity to lift a concept out of 也.e context of
discourse 也at renders

it natura1, selιidentica1 and commonplace. A sÌgn 坦白e

carriages of 也eP町is metro is ultimately what makes 也.e place re a1 to her: "Writing
maybe held it, separated, there to see" (45). No 平erfectiden世.ty" exists between
names and 也.eir objects,21 but 也is non-identica1ity is what underpins 也.emagnetic
attraction of significance to words. Words cry out to meaning but never quite close
也.e

gap between language and 也e actual wor1d. This recalls Heidegger' s concept of

n扭曲毡，

elucidated in his 1950 essay"Language":

The naming calls. Calling brings closer what it calls .... But the call, in
has a1ready c a1led out to what it calls. Where to? Into the
distance in which what is called remains, still absent.
calling 让 here，

19 See, for example, Christopher MacGowan, Twentieth-Century American POe.均) (Ma1don, MA:
Blackwell, 2004), 292.
20L缸TY McCaffery and Brian McHa1e, "A Local Strangeness: An Interview wi由 Lyn Hejinian," in
Some Other Frequency, ed. Larry McCafferyσ'hiladelphia: University ofPennsylvania Press, 1996),
138. Hereafter referred to as "Interview."
21 Hej垣ian， R电;ection ofClosure, 53.
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The calling here ca11s into a nearness. But even so 也e ca11 does not
away from the remoteness，讪 which 让 is kept by the calling

wrestwhat 让 ca11s
也ere."''''

Hejini钮's wri出gmakes 也is
Beachputs 让，

semantic gap evident and 也us revea1s, as Christopher

"the way in which language can shift，也rough sonic or or也ographic

resemblance, into different discursive and semantic registers. ,,23 Beach gives the
example of 也ephr臼e， "a pony, perhaps, his mane trimmed wi也 coloured ribbons"
(15), which shifts to "A name trimmed wi也 coloured ribbons" in the 世tle of 也e same
en问r

(14), a phrase which in turn is repeated throughout the work, giving a palpable

subs阳ceto 由e concept of "name卢4 The connection is 坦白is case sonic, which

occurs also in "吐le frontrh归自 ofharmless and harmony" (11), which, in an
unsettling fashion typica1 of Hejini缸's semantic siftings, shows up a menacing
concept beneaJ也 two apparently pleasant words. But such semantic shifts can also be
effected grammatica11y, such as by repeating a word but changing the p町t ofspeech.
The family car, passing 1hrough a tunnel, drives
brown hill" (9-10).

"企om

This 恒 itself draws a忧:ention to 也.e

one sun to 也e next under a h01
peculiar character of our

phenomenologica1 experience, such 也at a singular sun can be spli1 坦to multiple
objects by observing 让企om 也e perspective of a human in motion 由roughthe
landscape.

But 也e

text continues:

咆hesunned 也e

baby for sixty seconds" (10),

shifting from noun to verb and reve a1ing an entirely different relation in which 也esun
stands to human perception, and to 也e actua1ity of our interaction wi也 it as a 由ing 坦
the wor1d. The text is 企equently explicit in its speculations on semantic instability:

"The plow makes trough enough.
sympa也y"

Does 也at kind

ofword-similarity become a word-

(70). My L泸 thus reveals language as a source of pleasurable

bewilderment and a site at which meaning is contested and made constant1y new.

Repetition and quotation " 的 MyLife
tc

Martin Heidegger, "Language," tranS. Albert Hofstader, in The Norton Anthology ofTheory and
Criticisms ed. Vincent B. Leitch (New York; London: W. W. Norton, 2001), 1127.
23 Christopher Beach, The Cambridge lntroduction 归盯.yentieth-Century American Poe句J (Cambridge:
Cambridge U:皿versity Press, 2003), 206 .
.ot"lbid.
22
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Thetextof 地lL泸 is
企om

interwoven wi也 a great array of what appe缸 to be quotations

outside the text-some ofthem tlagged as such by 也eir positioning wi也讪

quotationm町ks，。由ers

not-and is also given to quo世ng itself, wi也 certain phrases

appearing again and again.

Sometimes 也ese

are inserted as discrete syntactical units,

identically worded, other times 也eir lex.i s is altered, or new phrases 缸e appended to
也em.
也e

Some occur more frequently than others, wi也 phrases such as the heading of

first

en町，

"A pause, a rose, something on paper" and "Yet we insist 也at life is

ful1 ofhappy chance" becoming almost re企ains or rhythmic markers 扭曲ework.
Later entries tend to have a greater proportion of 也ese repeated phrωes， often
constellated toge也町，

as if 也e

repetitive impulse were gaining momentum. Hejinian

writes: "1 wanted this sort of tumbling e岱ct in which context and 1 roll along, an
effect 也at would be

to some extent cumulative, to some extent 企agmen世ng，

dispersing卢5 The repetition of phrases is one way in which Hejinian foregrounds 也e

paratactic operations of "new sentences," since 也.e meaning of the phr部巳 is modified
in each incarnation by the sentences

surrounding 让.

While some of 也ese modulated refrains are idiosyncratic and mysterious ("what is 也e
meaning hung 企om that depend," "my morphemes mourned events")，。由ers smack of
imported discourse ("Any photographer wi11 tell you 也.e same," "τbe obvious analogy
is with music勺， and assert 也.emselves with a stridency 也at is underm.ined by the
troubling juxtapositions into which 也可缸e placed.26 M叫orie Perloff and Hil1缸y
Cl町k have
has 也e

both commented on 也.e fact 由atMyL拚 is saturated with language which

feel of being borrowed, or of intruding on 也e text from another discursive

setting. Some of 也ese phrases are marked off inside quota:世onmarks，吨。

signal 也e

endless clichéing of language,,27 and ω"create irony where, certainly, none is
intended in common usage,,28 ("When one travels one mi民1Í 'hit' a storm," "What

Interview, 136.
The possibility for critique that the jux阳position of discourses opens up recalls M. M. Bakhtin' s
no咀on ofheteroglossia: each ofthe languages inco叩orated into 也e text, wi由也.eir inherent "specific
world views，"飞11 may be juxtaposed to one ano由er， mutuaIly supplement one ano也er， contradict one
another and be interrelated diaIogically .... As such, these languages live a reaI life，也ey struggle and

25

26

evolve in an environment of social heteroglossia .... Each word tastes of也e context and contexts in
which it has lived its sociaIly charged life, all words and forms are populated by intentions." M. M.
Bakhtin, The Dialogic Imagination , trans. Caryl Emerson and Michael Holquist (Austin: University of
Texas Press , 1981), 292-93.
27 Perloff, Radical Artifice, 170.
28 团H缸y Clark, "The Mnemonics of Autobiography: Lyn Hejinian's My L庐，" BiogJ叩hy 14 (1 991),
330.
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memory is not a g1中ping thought"). A p町ticularly deligh出1 exam.ple is the
bombastic "As for we who 'love to be astonished' ... ". The grand promises of 也is
opening gambit, already somewhat undercut by 也e intema1 quotation m缸ks，缸e
defl.ated or rendered absurd by 由e trivia1 or vague phrases 也at follow:

"...由icken 也e

eggs ina ba也 M缸ie" (70). ".. .life is linked to man" (60). "... we might go to the zoo
and see 由e fam.ous hippo n am.ed ‘ Bubbles'" (18). The promise implicit in 也is phr脱
is complicated by 也e 缸nbiguous pronoun "we," which can be ei也.er inclusive or
exclusive ofthe interlocutor, but in any case excludes someone. A privileged place is
given to 也is "we," uniting them in their heightened awareness and connoisseurship of
the marvellous. This "we" might include 也.e writer and reader, sharing 也e aesthetic
pleasures of 也e poem, it might be 也.e privileged place of the cliché-fighting 缸tist， or
even the language poets, united in 也eir commi也lent to estrange the norma1 and
discover the new inside it. Or,

given 也.e

bana1 nature of most of 也e 由ings 也at "we"

are invited to find "astonishing," it might be the spectacle-saturated, media-numbed
modem masses-in any case，也.ere is no stable outside position from which to judge
由is

group or 由eir desires. Googling "love to be astonished" tums up a quo阳tionfrom

French poet André Maurois: "In literature, as in love, we are astonished at what is
chosen byo也ers卢9 It is tempting to consider Maurois as a possible source for 也is
quota世on-partly because

ofthe "language"-esque permutations of syntax that

connect Maurois' words and Hejini阻's，也at sense of 也ehalιremembered and
appropriated; and partly for 也e cluster of concepts so centra1 to 也.e operation of 也e
"new sentence": how does literature concea1 and revea1, foreclose and open，。由er
people's choices? IfI am. right in locating Maurois as 也e source of 由is quota世on，也is
phrase complicates the si但ificance of 也equota世onmarks in 也.e text, for in 也is case,
也e

origina1 words have not been reproduced exactly.

Quota世on

seems to operate in unstable ways in .A命 L防. Not a1l examples ofclichéd

or ideologically-laden language 缸e signa11ed by quotation marks. Some sentences are
interpolated ba1dly into 也e text, so evidently ventriloquising, for example,
"prescriptions on idea1 feminini旷

("Pretty

is as pre仕y does" 7) or "clichés of

patemal authority" 30 or domestic common sense ("The screen can be taken away
台om 也e 直re

as long as someone is sitting in 也eroom" 40) 也at 也ey do not need to be

29h址p:/lwww.quotewo此吨， acces时 20 November 2008 .
•)U

Clark, 329.
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punctuated or attributed as quotations. Yet in 0也er places, a sentence' s am.biguous
attribution renders it more disturbing, for it introduces a11 authoritative voice without

由e possibility ofrebuttal.

31

Sometimes 由eo均ect ofthe judgment is also obscure,

metastatising 8DXiety: "Sculpture is the worst possible craft for them to attempt" (19).
Leonard Diepeveen sees 也.e inco甲oration of unattributed quotations as central to 也e
language poets' interrogation of 也.e romantic idea of 也.e individual and the writer:
Because language is shaped by cultural forces，也.e self is totally imm.ersed in
language and is unable to get above, to acquire an ‘ objective' view. As a
consequence one does not worry about the disintegration of 也e lyric voice
. . .such a dissolution of personality does not require acknowledging the
quotation . ~ ~. These writers sometimes directly quote, sometimes use genre
quotations.
J.&.

But 也巳seunat缸ibuted

quotations can also , more troublingly, implyanother

personality, or institution, whose views 缸'e to be intemalised 部 a lens for viewing
one' s own. behaviour. A
曲e

str国ng

example of 也is can be found in those sentences 扭

first en问r of My Life which were added for 也.e 1987 edition. Hc:才 inian says of her

revising of À命 L庐，

"doing 吐出 makes

the case for the ongoingness of living and

writing by showing 也at 也oughts are a1ways adjusting 也emselves，也at thinking is
always reinventing what's already been thought,,,33 and indeed 也.e new sentences do
enact a kind of layering of affect, creaJ由19 new resonances wi也 and between 也e
sentences of也e 1980 text. In the first entry of 也.e book，也e interpolated sentences
introduce an undercurrent of unease, not to say dread, to the narrator' s recollections of
family life in childhood. "In certain families, the meaning of necessity is 剖 onewith
the sentiment of prenecessi旷， (7); "Here 1 refer to

irrelevance，也at

rigidity which

never intrudes" (7); "Anxiety is vigilant" (8); "1 say 社 about 也.e psyche because it is
not optiona1" (8). The sentences have a certain tone in common: 也ey 町e in a form a1,
academic register and present blunt, abstract, universalising statements in the present
simple tense，明白

overtones

ofthe discourse of clinica1 psychology. The final

sentence is, to my mind, particularly unsett1ing. What is not optional? The fact of
having a psyche, the
由ing which

fact 也at some由ing must be

said about 扯， or the (unspecified)

must be said? Interposed into descriptions of family life 创 remembered

:1C吨 Dwo恤aIso notes that some 甲otations are unm町kedand una世ihuted 扭曲et盹 see p. 62.
2 Leonard Diepeveen, Changing Voices: The Modern Quoting Poem (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1993), 163.
33

Interview, 142.
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by a young cbild，也e cwnu1ative effect of 也ese statements is one of official rhetoric
acting metonymically to

suppress 也e idiosyncrasies，也e

particu1arities, of one family,

and one person's memory of them.

Hans-Georg Gadamer says 也at "speaking does not belong to 也.e sphere ofthe '1' but
妇也.e

sphere of 也νWe.'" Language is"也.e realm ofhuman being-toge也er，也.erealm

of common under:归nding卢4 But Marxist and structuralist critics have shown that 也e
price ofent巳:ring into 也is common realm is the pressure exerted on 也e identity by
totalising discourses. Through its paratactic and metonymic opera世ons，.ì\命 L庐 brings
也ese

authoritative discourses into 也.e light. As Michel Delvi11e puts 让， "by combining

a variety of discursive categories and suggesting 也e existence of multisyntactic
relationships between 也.em， Hc:才 inian' s prose exposes normative narratives and 也eir
generic by-products as so many resultants of societal or cultura1 codes卢5 Hejinian
sees 也.ese

quoted "snippets" of language as essen世a1 to her writing's epistemological

investigations. 亚ley
也.e

"are a kind of ambient constructing of the 1 or conte注明lizing of

1: social, parental, and 也milial contextualizing,

even 也ings 由atgo 由roughmy

head, like chronic ideas, all those things 也at modify and mediate 也.e 1 也鼠's
knowing. ,,36 The estrangement of language from its normal context to reveal its
under1ying asswnp世ons， a principle of poetics in which Hejinian is influenced by 也e
Russian F ormalists,37 is here enacted not just within 也.e sentence, at the level of 也e
individual word, but wi也in the paragraph，也rough paratactic juxtaposition.

My Life, chronology and autobiogr叩'hy

According to Hillary Clark, Hejinian' s use of quotation and repetition is central ωA命
L庐 's

challenge to the conventions of autobiography.

Just 臼 she

uses quotation to

resist totalising discourses about fe回剑且可 and identity, she deploys "mnemonic
techniques of association and repeti世on of ideas, images and phrases,,38 in opposition
to 也e

chronologïcal imperative 也at autobiography traditionally implies.

"崎， L拚

34 Hans-Georg Gadamer, Philosophical Hermeneutics, trans. and ed. David E. Linge (Berkeley:
University ofCalifornÏa Press, 1976), 67, 65.
35 Michel Del世lle， TJ西旨恒
eAme，
旷
'r.阳"ic，
36 Interview, 136.
37 See Interview, 133.
38 Clark, 316.
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challenges 也eview 也at the

events of a life form an ordered sequence cuImina:世ngin

an always-f.oreseen fullness ofbeing" and "dominant discursive practices and
仕adi挝世onal

noti.ons of wha:副t is

signi迫
ficant

and w.or曲由y ofinclus
陋si妇
on 旭世也le writing of a

lif曲与江旷卢'
bildu
朋
lng 囚扭 organising

也rough

a series .of

principle .of lifi岛ewr由
i让t迦g. The idea 由at 也e "self' is developed

events，明白 its

implications of linear progress and its elisi.on of

biography and identity is radically challenged. For Hejinian，也.e subject .of life writing
is not 也e "self，"也e "real, permanent, unchanging you" which is 坦 fact "very hard t.o
locate," but rather:
也e person, which has

to do wi也 activities， our daily and nightly being in the
w.orld. The person exists in c.ontext-• or in an array .of contexts .... T.o也at
extent, a person is selιcreating， a c.onstruct .or a construction, while at 也e
same time being 也at which does 也.e constructing.40

Hejinian' s emphasis on 也is Wittgensteinian non-metaphysical subject41 arises 企om
hercommi恤ent to

"ong.oingness" as an epistemological and political a创tude: "If .one

is committed to c.onsequences (t.o history, t.o social responsibility, t.o也e ong.oing
liveliness .ofliving) , one has to be wary, t .o say 也.e least, .of closure. ,,42 At 吐Le same
rical
time, the empi挝

鱼
f
as臼ci诅
nat咀i.on."升4咀3 The same might be said for 也.eautω
.obiogr~
叩
phical noti.on of 臼
bildung. In
也efo田teen也 en的rof 吐le
warr由19 t .o

b.ook, she writes: "1, with crashing consequity, waited,

have experienced many, many things" (42). The adolescent girl seems n.ot

to feel 也at 也e experiences she has already passed 也rough really count一也e
important 也ings

lie in 吐le future. But she looks forw缸d not to experiencing 也ese

m .oments as phenomenological reality, but t.o having them in her pωt，也.e building
blocks of an acceptable, mature , sophisticated self. The life 也at Hejinian writes,
however, does not privilege a s时ng of milestone events: when events 由atform the
stuffoftraditional autobiography d.o occur-bir也s， deaths, going t.o university,
moving house-they are woven 坦to 也.e text町'eof 也.e work such 也at they often cede

1bid.
Interview, 130-31.
41 For discussions of由e in:fluence ofWittgenstein's 也ought on the language po邸， see，如rexample，
M缸jorie Perloff, Wi，甜genstein 's Ladder (Chicago; London: University of Chicago Press, 1996);
Hc::忡ian， The Language o[lnqu忡， 137, 158， 355-坷， 384; Silliman, The New Sentence , 11 , 47, 70,
114, 16 1.
42H仙ian， "吧
Co
删
皿.ti恒
n
nuin
坦
ngAg
兽a剖
酬.instCαωlosur
田re
旷
e
39

40

旧 I
由
bid.
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importance to 也e minutiae of daily life, to philosophica1 specu1ation, or to 也e
prismatic play of language itself. 44 And the narrative does not proceed in a strictly
chronologica1 order. Early entries interpolate adu1t reflections into the child's
observa世ons，
for也 across

and recurring mo世fs and phrases call the reader' s attention back and

the text, forming connections between events 也at pertain more to 也e

richness of the experience of being in time 也an they do to narratives of progress.

Because of Hejinian' s use of 也e mnemonic devices of image and word repetition,
Cl缸k asse:自由atÀ命 Life

pursues a persistent effacement of chronology.

"Chronologica1 formations emerge; ... however, these float, deprived of any rea1
ordering function" in a text which is only tangentially concemed 气iVÎth recoun出g
events 由副 only happened to occur when 也.ey did卢5 1 cannot agree wi也由is

formulation: for one 也ing， as Marjorie Perloffnotes, even 吐lough many of 趾
sentences in the text could be found anywhere, creating a "saturated structure" that is
irreducible to chronologica1 progress, "也e pleasure ofHejinian's text [is partly 也at]
each unlisted number, when extracted, gives us a key to 也e behaviour of'Lyn' at age
xory卢6 If events do not construct us , they 缸ep缸tof也e changing context in which

a person operates, interacts wi曲曲.e wor1d, and experiences her being in time. 1 would
町gue

that in fact À命 Life is deeply concemed with questions of chronology: not an

objective, historic a1 ordering of events, but wi也由.e subjective experience of 咀me.

In

Craig Dworkin' s formulation, My Li声 "becomes not so much a record following 也e
actions ofher life, but ratherfollowing thoughts aZso , a record ofher mind
remembering her life卢7 Ag挝n， 1 emphasise that 也is is not, in my view, simply a

representation or description of the operations of memoη: constellations of time
references in the text, in the forms of both tense markers and actua1 events, cause the
reader to experience 也.e text' s non-linear chronology direct1y, in the moment of
reading.

Single sentences, and clusters of contiguous sentences，企equently project into the
future and recall 也epast 由rough 也eir unconventional use oftense, as when we read
of 也.e

teenaged Lyn "wan:世ng to have experienced many, many things." That tense is

44M;缸jorie Perloff discusses 由is in Radical Artifice, 169.
Clark, 320~2 1.
46 Perlofl: Rαdical Artifil饵， 170.
盯 Dworkin， 69.
45
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a deliberate organising strategy for H，司 inianisapp缸ent in her comments on her 1994
long poem "Resis阳nce":
To prevent 也e work from disintegrating ... 1 used various syntactic devices to
foreground or create 也e co时unction between ideas. Statements became
interconnected by being grammatically congruent; unlike 副理s， made alike
grammatically, became meaningful in common and joint1y户。
This principle can be seen in operation 坦 anextract 企om 也e first en句r.
1 was in a room wi也由ep缸ticul缸s of which a later nosta1gia might be
formed , an indulged chi1dhood. They are sitting in wicker chairs，也.e legs of
which have SUI业 uneven1y into the ground, so that each is sitting sligh句世lted
and their postures make adjustment for 也a1. The cows w，缸mthe让 own barn. 1
look at 也m 也st and it gives the illusion that 也ey'rem，。由g (8).

The syntax and lexis of the first sentence in 也is extract demonstrates the capacity for
a single sentence in the work to comprehend multiple temporal viewpoints. The p部t
simple form of the verb ω

be

would, in a typical autobiography, signify 也e setting of

a scene which is to prove memorable for some reason. Having opened wi也由is
promise, however, the text declines to disclose any of"白ep町ticul缸s" to which
nostalgia might be a:忧ached， which a1ready distances 也e

sentence 企om 也e

conventions of life writing. The fur由er tempora1 markers of "later" and "might"
fur也.er complicate 也e

sentence's temporaI positioning. The modal verb "might" is

ambiguous-it could be

specula世ng

on future probability, or else on 也e

appropriateness of the present material for future recycling as nostalgia. The sudden
shift to 也e incon阴阳us present progressive tense 扭曲e second sentence marks off the
image as a frozen moment in 由ne， bringingωmind a family photograph. Wi由也e
following two sentences the tense shifts again, detaching from 也.e specificity of a
single moment into 由e space outside of time occupied by the present simple.τbe
second，由ird
也.e

and fourth sentences do not belong to the same event-al也ough perhaps

final two go toge也er， if"白em" refers 怕"也.e cows"-but 也.e common ground of

the present tenses prompts the mind to metonymic association. The second and 也ird
sentences have a common link in 也at 也.ey evoke ideas of domesticity and sociability
ortoge也.emess，

disgusting in the

48

and of physical adaptation to the environmen1. There is a trace of 也e
co-opera世ve selιw缸ming

ofthe cows, and some吐ring farcical in the

Hejinian, "Rejection ofClosure," 44-45.
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photograph si杜.ers' adjustment to 也eVi缸抖ng slants of 也.eir ch挝rs， as if in staunch
denial of their precarious position.

Yet 也is

impulse to transcend reality by adapting

perception and gesture link:s 也is sentence to 也.e final one in 也e extract, in which 也e
child discovers 也at she can alter her experientia1 world by sensory tricks. The passage
taken ωa whole, and located 明白血 the greater whole of 也.e paragraph, uses tense to
reveal (at least) two aspects ofperception: memory's capacity to link: disparate
momentsin 甘me

into metonym.ic ch剖ns，

and 也巳 mind' s

capacity to interpret the

phenomena1 world in a variety of ways-thus revea1ing 也.e mind's active
participation in the creation of reality. Since H司 inian's writing is not constrained to
grammatical naturalism, as would be expected of a "straight" autobiography, every
tense choice is foregrounded, and enters actively into the making of sense.

Chronology is also explored in 也e text 由rough single sentences and groups of
adjacent sentences which refer from the moment being narrated to 也e past and fu阳re，
all ofwhich is re企acted 也rough 也e different present moments of writing and of
reading. Retuming to 也.e first

en町，也.e

book' s opening sentence serves as an

example:

A moment yellow, just as four years later, when my father returned home from
thewi町，也.e moment

of greeting him.，出 he stood at 也.e bottom of 也.e stairs,
younger，由inner than when he had le丘， was purple-一也ough moments are no
longer so coloured (7).

This sentence brings together at least four distinct points in tit.ne:

由ere

is the "yellow"

moment, which must have occu盯'ed in early childhood, but 也is is only determined
relatively, as being four years before the 平urple" moment when he returns. There is
also, implied, the highly-charged but undescribed moment of his leaving for 也eWi町
(也is

may or may not be the moment 也at 也e young Lyn experiences as ''yellow'').

The words "no longer" add another two tempora1 markers: 也e present, in which 也is
immersive synaes由esia does not occ町" and 也.e moment, probably unmarked by Lyn
with its passing, when 也is cognitive pecu1iarity ceased to be. 49 Another point in 世me

As will be cliscussed below, Hejinian's writing has frequently been linked with that ofGertrude
Stein, but 由e book' s opening, wi也 its references to synes也.esia， also resonates wi也 another modernist
work. The 曲
firs挝t chapter ofVi仕
电
r
gini扭
aWo
∞
oIr二's 由
stre
阔am.-of-c
二沾
∞
c
∞
o
nscious
血sne
直览
es囚s novel The Waves likewise renders
the consciousness of ea盯r甘 childhood 叩sy，naest由he甜
:tic
臼
a11
即
l悖
y:
"‘1 see a ring,' said Bemard, 'hanging above me. It quivers and hangs in a loop oflight.'
'''1 see a slab ofpale yellow,' said Susan,‘spreading away un姐 it meets a purple s创pe."
49
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might be added, if we consider the 平resent" ofthe 1980 edi世on to be
由at

distinct 企om

ofthe 1987. The sense oftemporal disorientation is increased by the perceptual

paradox ofLyn's fa:也er appearing younger wi曲也e passing of time, and 由is is further
complicated by 由.e fact 也at the observation cannot have been Lyn's OWD. Since she
was bom in 1941 and her fa:也.er was away a1 war for four ye町s， she cannot possibly
remember how he looked before he left. Thus her own perception of 也e past, in all its
synaesthetic p缸ticulari守， is mingled with 也at of an unidentified 0也er person-her
mothe~perhaps-so 也at

it becomes her own: "There were more

storytellers 也m

there were stories, so 也a1 everyone had 1heir own version ofhistory and it was
impossible ωget close to 也e original or 10 know 'what rea11y happened'" (21).

A命 L忡 's
wi1h 也.e

engagement wi也

chronology

is given another iteration of self-reflexivity

revisions which Hejinian made 10 由e text for 也巳

Perloff 缸gues 也at 也.e

1987

edition. Marjorie

new sen1ences, "once absorbed in10 也.e text, ... are wholly

absorbed in10 its momentum so 也at it is impossible to tell where the seams are卢O
Nevertheless, it migh1 be expected that many ofHejinian's readers would be aware
也a1 the two edi世ons 町e

different, so that 也e later edition speaks 10 and re f1ects on the

first. In也e second entry of the 1980 edition is 也e sentence: "A German goldsmi也
covered a bit of me1al wi由 clo也 in the 14也 century and gave mankind its frrst bu仕on"
。 0).

The coa1escence of the words "cover" and "button" irresistibly recall Gertrude

Stein's Tender Buttons. Hejinianhas said 也at she did not consider S1ein an
"influence" on her work until M缸jorie Per10ff declared her 10 be one, and was
motivated soon afterwards (in 1985) 10 study Stein in de1a丑 prep町atory to giving
some talks on her work. 51 This，也.en， occurred between 也.e first and second editions
of .A命 Life. In 1he

1987 version, following 也e 咆utton" sentence, a new sentence is

added: "It was hard 10 know 也is as politics, because it plays like the work of one
person, but no也ing is isolated in history-certain humans 缸'e si阳ations." If a
reference to Stein is found in the 如8t sentence (and 让 might not have been so evident
when 也.e

1980 edi世on was published)，也e new sen1ence which follows might be seen

as areflec世on on either a rea1 relationship of influence, or on 也e inevitability of an

The Wav由， ed. Kate Flint, Penguin Twen自由-Century Classics (L ondon: Pengt血，
1992), 5.
50 Perloff, Radical Art，泸'ce， 164.
51 Interview, 145.
Vir国nia Woolf.
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artist's being located in a historical tradition, transfonned into a "岳阳ation，" under 由e
scrutiny of academia.

A今'L扩ê

is saturated in temporality, but its chronology is a subjective one, grounded in

lived experience and 扭曲，e associative tricks of memory. Indeed, the experience of
being in time is fundamental to 也e human mind, and to autobiography, but in
accordance with Hejinian.'s writerly project, it must be rendered 臼

experience， as 也e

intersection of temporal planes in the mind of 也e person remembering, rather than as
objective histl。可: "What follows a strict chronology has no memo旷， (13). The text's
metonymic compressions，也e accumulation and dispersal of sense in its paractically
ordered 丘agments，

highlights the text's linguistic operations, allowing bo也 writer and

reader to experience 也，emselves as persons who construct and are constructed by 也e
language they encounter, choose, resist. According to H司 inian， language "makes us
restless" because 让 "itself is never in a state of rest.
Its syntax can be as complex as thought. And 也，e experience of using it, which
includes the experience of understanding it, either as speech or as writing, is
ine世tably active-bo也 intellectually and emotiona11y.":J.l.
A今)

Life brings 也is view of language to be町 on 也，e conventions of life writing,

rendering an autobiography which goes beyond the empiricaI fiction of 也e line缸
development of a metaphysica1 "self' to revea1也，e agencywi也 which 也，e user of
language constructs her identi守 outof 由，e infinite contingencies of experience.

52

Hejini钮， "Re才 ection ofClosure," 50.
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